Messe Erfurt Site Regulations for Visitors

1. **Tickets and Admissions**
   - Visitors who are accompanying children under the age of 14 must purchase tickets for them.
   - Persons accompanying children under 18 must present valid identification upon admission.

2. **Admission Requirements**
   - Visitors must present valid identification upon admission.
   - Visitors who present forged or invalid tickets will be denied entry.

3. **Contact Information**
   - For any inquiries or issues regarding these site regulations, please contact Messe Erfurt directly.

4. **Legal and Regulatory Considerations**
   - Visitors should be aware of and follow all local laws and regulations while on-site.
   - Messe Erfurt reserves the right to amend these site regulations without notice.

5. **Additional Information**
   - Visitors are encouraged to review the official website for the most up-to-date information.

---

**Section 2: Purpose of the Site Regulations**

The purpose of these site regulations is to ensure safety, security, and order throughout the exhibition grounds. These site regulations are designed to prevent incidents, damage, and disturbances, and to ensure the smooth running of events and to protect the property of Messe Erfurt GmbH.

---

**Section 3: Legal Basis**

The current version of the site regulations applies to the entire premises of Messe Erfurt GmbH, to all access roads and pedestrian pathways, outdoor facilities, open spaces and car parks.

---

**Section 4: Admissions**

Admission to the exhibition grounds and use of its facilities and structures is permitted only during the specified times and for the authorized purpose.

---

**Section 5: Checks**

While public events that fall outside this age group and in cases where specific notices to this effect are posted at the ticket offices and entrances. Tickets must be purchased for children in all cases.

---

**Section 6: Security Measures**

Tickets to the exhibition halls or on the exhibition grounds must be in such a way so as not to injure or endanger or any more than is unavoidable under the circumstances – impede or inconvenience other visitors or participants.

---

**Section 7: Animals**

MEF allows service animals on the exhibition grounds, including guide dogs and assistance animals.

---

**Section 8: Smoking**

---

**Section 9: Children and Adolescents**

Children and adolescents under the age of 14 are permitted to enter the premises only if they are accompanied by a parent, guardian or other person charged with their care (in accordance with the German Youth Protection Act). The only exception is for events hosted specifically for this age group and in cases where specific notices to this effect are posted at the ticket offices and entrances. Tickets must be purchased for children in all cases.

---

**Section 10: Distribute brochures, flyers, leaflets or newspapers:** put up posters or apply stickers of any kind whatsoever or engage in any conduct that could pollute or endanger the environment; e.g., fly, hawk or litter items.

---

**Section 11: Third-Party Media**

MEF accepts no liability for any valuable items, money or keys left in clothing, bags or backpacks handed in at the cloakroom.

---

**Section 12: Exhibitor’s Liability**

MEF accepts no liability for any valuable items, money or keys left in clothing, bags or backpacks handed in at the cloakroom.

---

**Section 13: Cancellations**

In the event of any changes in responsibilities, accountabilities or facts in specific subsections or points of these site regulations, this shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions.

---

**Section 14: Legal References**

All references to persons and functions apply equally in masculine and feminine forms.

---

**Section 15: Additional Information**

For further information, please visit the official Messe Erfurt website.